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DECISION
Introduction
The Remand of Ivan Curry was the title of a documentary broadcast by Television New
Zealand Ltd on TV1 on Sunday evening 12 July 1992. It dealt with the arrest of Ivan
Curry, a man with severe hearing disabilities, on the charge of murder and his remand
in custody until his acquittal nearly two years later.
The Commissioner of Police complained to TVNZ that the programme was unbalanced,
that it lacked objectivity and that it had not dealt with the Police spokesperson justly and
fairly. Moreover, it used deceptive programming practices and, the Commissioner said,
he "despised" the programme's efforts to undermine police integrity.
Denying that the programme was unbalanced, that it lacked objectivity, that it had dealt
with the Police spokesperson unfairly, or that it would deceive anyone, TVNZ declined
to uphold the complaint. Dissatisfied with TVNZ's response, the Commissioner referred
the complaint to the Broadcasting Standards Authority under s.8(a) of the Broadcasting
.Aet4S89.

Decision
The members of the Authority have viewed the programme complained about and have
read the extensive correspondence (summarised in the Appendix). As is its practice, the
Authority has determined the complaint without a formal hearing.
A documentary entitled The Remand of Ivan Curry was broadcast by TVNZ on Sunday
evening 12 July 1992. It dealt with Ivan Curry, a man with severe hearing disabilities,
arrested on a charge of murder of his young nephew and his remand in custody until his
acquittal some 22 months later.
TVNZ and the Police both seem to agree on that brief and bald description of the
programme. They also concur that the documentary lasted 64 minutes. However,
further analysis brings forth disparate views. They are covered at length in the Appendix
but some of the comments (admittedly out of context) are noted here in order to give
an impression of the respective attitudes.
The Police Perspective
Comments from the Police included:
*

Portraying Ivan Curry as a "blameless gentle giant" was not totally
accurate. The programme chose not to present information which would
have damaged the "gentle giant" image.

*

The dramatised courtroom scenes omitted important aspects of the
prosecution's case.

*

The programme sought to undermine police integrity and, the Police
Commissioner wrote:
It was extraordinarily selective in its use of information and in the
methods used to present that information to achieve its objective.

*

It was "highly subjective", "one-sided and contrived", and it was:
a vehicle for emotively promoting the position of an apparently
blameless deaf person at the expense of the Police ....

*

The programme aroused "public emotions and controversy" at the expense
of "balance and objectivity".

*

It had vilified the Police and the interpreter in their attempts to
communicate with Ivan Curry and alleged that the Police were
incompetent from the start of the investigation.
The programme was a "launching pad" to attack the role of the Police and
comment was not sought from senior police officers in case it spoiled "a

good story".
*

Viewers, rather than the producer, should have decided the relevance of
Ivan Curry's full criminal history.

*

The programme contained a level of advocacy journalism and was
"emotively constructed" in a way which ensured that certain conclusions
were drawn that were at the expense of the Police.

*

The Police complaint concluded:
The overall lack of impartiality and objectivity and balance and
fairness is at the heart of our complaint.

The Broadcaster's Perspective
TVNZ argued:
*

Parts of the programme dealt with issues involving the deaf - not the
Police.

*

It dealt with people with disabilities in their struggle with the "system".

*

Ivan Curry was a "gentle giant" although not blameless. It continued:
We believe it quite appropriate, given the quantity of the research
undertaken by the producer, for him to reach certain conclusions
which he then relayed to the viewing public by way of the
programme.

*

The programme was based on very thorough research, and it "was both
truthful and accurate".
[TJhere was no misrepresentation, nor was the programme
unbalanced. Viewers were not deceived ... .

*

It was repeated on several occasions:
We submit that there was no lack of balance or objectivity.

*

The programme was not used as a launching pad to attack the role of the
Police. It had dealt with areas of weakness in one specific case which
were broadcast in the public interest.
The starting point of the programme:
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was that a profoundly disabled man had been disadvantaged by his
handicap. A corollary was that the Police did not perform their

function in a situation where a man was charged with murder.
*

TVNZ concluded that the programme was neither biased nor inaccurate
but was:
a very fine piece of documentary film making.

The Police Complaints Authority's Report
At about the same time that the programme was broadcast, the programme's producer
complained to a number of people, including the Ministers of Justice and Police, about
some aspects of the Police investigation into the death of a child and the subsequent
arrest of Ivan Curry on a charge of murder. That complaint was referred to and
investigated by the Police Complaints Authority (PCA) and the report, dated 4
September 1992, was made available to the Authority. A summary of the aspects of the
report which the Police submitted were relevant to the complaint is included in the
Appendix.
Standards Allegedly Breached
The Police alleged that the programme breached s.4(l)(d) of the Broadcasting Act 1989
and standards 4, 6 and 7 of the Television Code of Broadcasting Practice. Section
4(l)(d) requires broadcasters to maintain standards that are consistent with:
(d)

The principle that when controversial issues of public importance are
discussed, reasonable efforts are made, or reasonable opportunities are
given, to present significant points of view either in the same programme
or in other programmes within the period of current interest.

The standards in the Television Code require broadcasters:
4

To deal justly and fairly with any person taking part or referred to in any
programme.

6

To show balance, impartiality and fairness in dealing with political matters,
current affairs and all questions of a controversial nature.

7

To avoid the use of any deceptive programme practice which takes
advantage of the confidence viewers have in the integrity of broadcasting.

Some months after referring the complaint to the Authority, the Police requested that
one aspect of the programme - the allegation that Ivan Curry was not aware for many
months while on remand in prison that he had been charged with murder - be assessed
under standard 1 of the Code. It requires broadcasters:
To be truthful and accurate on points of fact.
pposed the application and it was withdrawn by the Police before the Authority

had ruled on it. The Authority would record that one of its functions (s.7(3)) is to
"investigate and review" the broadcaster's decision on a formal complaint. The Authority
interprets this provision to mean that it reviews complaints only under standards raised
in the initial complaint to the broadcaster. It will, however, accept arguments which
were not raised in the initial complaint provided they are related to the standards
referred to initially and provided that the broadcaster has had an ample opportunity to
respond. Accordingly, in this instance the Authority has received and reviewed the
Police's concern about Ivan Curry's awareness of the reason for his remand under
standard 6.
In the formal complaint to TVNZ, the Police alleged the following specific breaches of
the standards.
*

As the Police spokesperson was allowed less than five minutes to respond
to the allegations in a 64 minute programme, he had not been given a
reasonable opportunity to present the views of the Police as required by
s.4(l)(d).

*

Standard 4 was breached when TVNZ extensively edited the lengthy
interview with the Police spokesperson, Detective Senior Sergeant Peter
Scott of the Wanganui Police.

*

The portrayal of Ivan Curry as a blameless gentle giant was unbalanced in
contravention of standard 6.

*

The omission of a number of aspects of the prosecution case breached
standard 7.

During the Authority's process of information gathering, there was some variation to
these arguments. The complaints under s.4(l)(d) and standard 6 were amalgamated and
additional arguments were raised. For example, the Police alleged that the thrust of the
programme had changed during the time which elapsed after the first letter to the
Wanganui Police explaining the programme's focus and requesting an interview, and the
interview with Mr Scott some three months later and, further, that Mr Scott was only
advised of the changed direction in the letter faxed to him three days before the
interview. As it was intended to broadcast the programme nationwide, the complainant
argued that the Police at regional or national levels should have been approached. The
issue of Ivan Curry's knowledge of the reason for his time in prison also comes under
these standards.
Under standard 7, the Police argued that the programme was judgmental and, by not
advising viewers of Ivan Curry's criminal history, had adopted an approach of advocacy
journalism aimed at exciting the viewer's imagination at the expense of balance and
fairness.
ponded at length to each of these points. Arguing that the programme's theme
the experiences of people with disabilities in dealing with the "system", it
the perspectives on that general issue were put by people other than the

Police. With reference to the standard 4 complaint, TVNZ said that large cutting ratios
between filmed and broadcast interviews were not uncommon in documentaries.
Referring to the difficulties in obtaining any Police comment, TVNZ denied that the
programme's approach had changed from the time of the initial letter to the Wanganui
Police and the time of the interview with Mr Scott. It provided the Authority with copies
of three letters to the Police to justify that argument.
Acknowledging that the facts disclosed by the programme might be controversial, TVNZ
denied that controversy was the intention of the broadcast. It also denied that Ivan
Curry had been described as blameless, as his police record had been acknowledged, but
considered that the gentle giant appellation was appropriate in view of the research
carried out for the programme.
The standard 7 aspects of the complaint were also rejected as TVNZ, in what it
described as its watchdog role, had broadcast an exhaustively researched programme
which had presented the issues in a balanced and accurate way.
In response to the later arguments added by the Police about approaching more senior
Police officers, TVNZ maintained that it wanted to discuss the case of Ivan Curry with
the Police officers who had been involved with him and that it was the Police's task, not
TVNZ's, to refer the enquiries upwards if need be.
TVNZ maintained that the programme was not unbalanced when it stated that Ivan
Curry was not aware that he had been charged with murder when remanded to prison.
Acknowledging the variety of views on this issue held by different people, TVNZ listed
the interviews it had recorded and which showed that the overwhelming weight of
evidence was on the side of those who argued that he was not aware of the murder
charge for at least some months while on remand in prison.
In conclusion, TVNZ maintained that the programme had presented Ivan Curry's
criminal record to the extent considered necessary and the "gentle giant" description was
not an emotive label but a "factual and objective assessment" made following a detailed
investigation.
The Authority's Approach
The Authority approached the complaint by assessing the theme of the programme. Was
it, to put the Police complaint in extreme terms, a manipulative account of selected facts
broadcast with the intention of casting aspersions on Police integrity? Or was it, as
TVNZ argued, an objective, accurate, thorough and competently researched documentary
about one disabled and innocent person's unhappy and uncompensated experiences with
the criminal justice system?
The Authority did not accept either of these extreme positions. Having viewed the
programme, it did however incline more to TVNZ's arguments than those of the Police,
jr, a general assessment alone is not adequate when determining a formal
^ n d the Authority has considered each aspect of the alleged breach of the
j5tanriar^i\dividually.

Section 4(1) (d) and Standard 4
The Authority first investigated the aspect of the complaint which alleged that the
programme breached s.4(l)(d) of the Act and standard 4 of the Television Code by
giving Mr Scott less than five minutes of a 64 minute programme to present the Police
perspective and by not giving him notice of the thrust of the questions.
As the programme dealt with Ivan Curry's experiences with the system and with deafness
in general and not just with his encounter with the Police, and as some other people put
the view of some of the other agencies within the system, the Authority decided that the
Police were given an adequate opportunity to present their point of view. This finding
was confirmed by noting that the programme gave more than five minutes in total of the
courtroom dramatisation to a part of the voir dire hearing in which the arresting
constable gave his evidence and explained the procedures he had followed. The actor
who played that constable portrayed an officer who was forthright in his answers to the
questions from both prosecution and defence counsel. The Authority was of the opinion
that he created an impression which was favourable to the Police.
In regard to the aspect of the complaint about the change to the programme's direction
and the absence of advice to the Police that this had occurred, TVNZ supplied the
Authority with the letters from the programme's producer to the Wanganui Police dated
5 June, 16 June and 13 September 1991. Each letter contained more detail about the
issues to be covered during the interview but the Authority agreed with TVNZ when it
said that the programme's focus did not change. The programme's approach explained
in the 5 June letter remained its theme. It was recorded in that letter:
The documentary's principal areas of focus are Mr Curry's handicap and lifetime
experience as a profoundly and pre-lingually deaf person, the circumstances
pertaining to his arrest, and his period of remand in Wanganui Prison from
October 1988 to July 1990.
The Authority also agreed with TVNZ when it stated that it was the responsibility of the
Police, not of the programme producer, to refer the enquiries up through the Police
structure. It declined to uphold this aspect of the complaint.
Standard 7
The Police complained that standard 7 was breached by a number of aspects of the
programme. The standard requires broadcasters:
7

To avoid the use of any deceptive programme practice which takes
advantage of the confidence viewers have in the integrity of broadcasting.

The standard was interpreted in a recent decision (No: 93/92) where the complainants
alleged,, that it was breached because a Foreign Correspondent item was unbalanced.
5^ccciF4ingh^, the complainants maintained, viewers' confidence in the integrity of that
V^vas misplaced. The Authority wrote:
-!
01 I

Finally, the Authority considered the complaint under standard 7. It rejected the
complainants' argument that viewers could be so misled by the programme's view
of the facts that a "deceptive programming practice" had been employed. The
Authority noted that advocacy journalism is a well-established journalistic
technique and its use on this occasion was legitimate. The fact that a programme
is highly respected is not a sufficient ground for asserting that information given
in it will not be critically evaluated by the viewer or listener. In the Authority's
view, the standard refers to a "contrived" technique or approach which deceives
viewers. The Authority could find no evidence of the use of any contrived
technique in this programme which took advantage of the confidence viewers
have in the integrity of broadcasting.
Taking into account that this ruling was issued after the current complaint had been
referred to the Authority and pointing out that the issues referred to under this heading
are also relevant to the question of balance under standard 6, the Authority declined to
uphold this aspect of the complaint as there was no evidence of "contrived" practices.
Standard 6
Standard 6 requires balance, impartiality and fairness in programmes such as The
Remand of Ivan Curry and the Authority examined a number of the aspects of the
complaint to see if the programme breached these criteria.
(a) Describing Ivan Curry as innocent
The programme began by describing Ivan Curry as innocent of the murder of his
nephew. He was found "not guilty" after his trial in the High Court. The programme
presented and visually displayed the evidence which justified the "not guilty" decision and
which the producer used to assert Ivan Curry's innocence. It was a piece of evidence,
the programme explained, which was not known to the prosecution and came to the
attention of the defence only shortly before the actual trial began. The Authority
accepted that the evidence, vividly portrayed on the programme, was sufficiently
overwhelming to justify the programme's conclusion that, with the benefit of hindsight,
Ivan Curry was indeed innocent.
While accepting that Ivan Curry spent a long time in custody while on remand, the Police
objected to what it described as the programme's theme - that the lengthy remand
occurred only because the Police got it wrong from the start. The issue of the
programme's theme is dealt with below when, under the heading Broadcasting Standards
and the Overall Programme, the Authority considers the complaint that the programme
was, in alleging that the Police got it wrong from the start, used as a "launching pad" to
attack Police integrity.
(b) The "gentle giant" image
Splice also complained that Ivan Curry's criminal record, which rebutted the "gentle
P^hnage explicitly advanced at the start of the programme* was submerged. The
" "PbliceCdmmissioner advised the Authority that Ivan Curry had 39 convictions and that
:

he had spent four periods in jail ranging from one month to one year for burglaries and
unlawfully taking motor vehicles. Furthermore, he had been fined $250 for common
assault in 1988. In addition, he had been directed by the Wanganui District Court to
receive counselling for anger management in respect of violence towards his son.
That information, the Police argued forcefully, questioned TVNZ's portrayal of Ivan
Curry as a "gentle giant".
TVNZ responded in detail to this aspect of the Police complaint. It said that the
programme had reported that Ivan Curry had a criminal record but also that his
acquaintances had exploited his handicap to avoid being blamed themselves. The
producer had investigated the assault charge and discovered that even the victim's
mother believed that an assault had not occurred. As for the injuries following the
alleged violence towards his son, a police officer had signed a report which recorded that
the injury was probably accidental. The programme omitted the assault charge but
recorded that Ivan Curry had been accused of violence by his wife's family.
In addition, TVNZ stated that its research showed that Ivan Curry had served three
periods of imprisonment - all for property offences - and that the programme reported
that he had served time in prison. TVNZ said that all the other information gathered,
some of which was broadcast and which did not relate to his criminal record, justified
the "gentle giant" description.
As the Police complaint about the "gentle giant" phrase focused on Ivan Curry's criminal
record, the Authority considered whether TVNZ, as the Police argued, should have
reported it in full and left it for viewers to reach their own conclusions about Ivan
Curry's character.
The Authority accepted that it was not necessary for the programme to include Ivan
Curry's full record of, and punishment for, the property offences. Property offences are
distinct from offences against the person. Previous convictions for offences against the
person may well be highly relevant when a person is later accused of violence and the
Authority did not accept TVNZ's argument that it would be an invasion of Ivan Curry's
privacy to investigate and to report on them. As Ivan Curry was a substantial focus of
the programme, the Authority was of the view that, by agreeing to participate, he had
forfeited any privacy claims to disallow the broadcast of relevant aspects of his character.
TVNZ provided the Authority with information about some strain between Ivan Curry
and his wife's family which certainly seemed relevant to the broadcaster's decision to
dismiss the incident of alleged child abuse. It also explained why the information on
which Ivan Curry was acquitted did not become generally known until his High Court
trial nearly two years after his arrest Moreover, the information about the discordant
family relationships might have been relevant to explain why he was unable to nominate
an address at which to live on his bail applications. The information about family
was touched on during the programme and although it did not affect the "gentle
ascription, its fuller inclusion could well have been of value to viewers in
-ungerslt§r^ing Ivan Curry and the circumstances surrounding the investigation of a small
OJighild'i

Considering whether the broadcast should have referred more fully to Ivan Curry's
criminal history, the Authority noted that it could also have emphasised that on earlier
occasions he had pleaded guilty to offences with which he had been charged and thus
could well be unfamiliar with the procedures - such as a lengthy remand in custody which might occur following a not guilty plea.
Although it is not possible to reach a definite conclusion on the "gentle giant"
description, and in spite of some reservations, a majority of the Authority accepted the
validity of the producer's research and the depth of the evidence gathered. Taking this
obviously extensive work into account together with the evidence advanced by the Police
when they argued that the label was unreasonable, a majority of the Authority decided
that the requirements in standard 6 were not breached by the use of the "gentle giant"
appellation.
A minority disagreed. It decided that the information broadcast about Ivan Curry and
the information later supplied to the Authority was insufficient to justify that title. The
minority believed that full particulars of the previous convictions should have been
broadcast to allow viewers to make up their own minds about the accuracy of the
designation. It concluded that, because insufficient information was broadcast, the
programme was neither balanced nor fair when it used the "gentle giant" phrase to
describe him.
(c) Ivan Curry's awareness of the murder charge and his ability to communicate
In assessing whether the programme complied with standard 6 when it said that Ivan
Curry, when in prison, was unaware for many months that he had been charged with
murder, the Authority observed first that this did not involve any criticism of the Police
as their direct responsibility for a person ceases once the accused is brought to court.
The Authority also noted that the allegation had been specifically covered by the Police
Complaints Authority when interviewing defence counsel during its investigation of the
programme producer's complaint. The Police Complaints Authority reported:
That assertion had to be investigated by me and was. I spoke with his senior
counsel, Mr Lance, and he assured me he had many sessions with his client whilst
he was in prison on remand and he was never in doubt Ivan Curry knew he was
in prison at all times because he was charged in connection with the death of a
child. Furthermore, Ivan Curry had been extensively examined by many experts
directly concerned with his ability to understand and communicate for the
purposes of evidence in the first voir dire in Auckland one year after his arrest.
There was never a suggestion that for a year he was under a fundamental
misapprehension as to why he was in prison.
TVNZ's report to the Broadcasting Standards Authority included comments, some of
which were reported verbatim, of a number of experts and prison officers who were
jived with Ivan Curry during his period of remand. Of the eight spoken to, only one
jmant that Ivan Curry knew that he had been charged with murder during the first
fcemand.

When the complaint was initially referred to the Broadcasting Standards Authority, the
Police contested the programme's portrayal of Ivan Curry as a profoundly deaf person.
He could, they alleged, communicate with his family through lip reading and other means
and they wrote:
He can both understand and communicate. He has partial hearing in one ear
sufficient to respond to the telephone ringing and comprehend basic sentences
from the telephone.
TVNZ replied:
Quite frankly, this is an area in which we simply disagree with the Commissioner.
We would state categorically that it is absurd for the Commissioner to imply that
Ivan Curry has acceptable hearing and a reasonable ability to communicate. He
does not.
It is our view, based on the producer's own direct dealings with Mr Curry and on
the comments made by members of his family (including his wife), that Ivan Curry
does not lip read with any degree of competence.
In assessing this disagreement, the Authority also took note of Mrs Freda Pearce's
comments. She was the official interpreter during Ivan Curry's second year in prison and
the person who, the family stated, understands him better than anyone else. Asked
whether Ivan Curry knew why he was in jail, TVNZ reported that she said:
No no. And I still feel that even today. I don't think he fully understands the
whole scenario, and even though, you know, we've hashed it so many times, that
he's really gone through it. I still don't know if he innately, if he really
understood that he was imprisoned because someone thought he had killed that
baby.
Referring to Ivan Curry during the broadcast, but speaking generally about the deaf, she
said:
There seems to be this myth about lip reading. Can they lip read? ... No they
can't. They can lip read as well as hearing people. They are not born with the
great gift to lip read. To lip read presupposes you know the language you're
speaking. Ivan doesn't have good English. It's no good saying he can lip read.
The Authority was not prepared to decide which view was correct - whether Ivan Curry
knew or did not know for many months that he was in prison because he had been
charged with murder. However, a majority of the Authority was prepared to state that
the evidence it had seen and read was plausible and justified the view expressed in the
broadc'as^. Consequently, that aspect of the complaint was not upheld.
- Armnority disagreed. It focused in particular on the PCA's report and, balancing those
cpjrihients with the other information presented to the Authority, decided that the

w

evidence was not sufficiently conclusive to justify the programme's conclusion on this
point. Accordingly, it considered that this aspect of the complaint should be upheld
under the standard 6 requirement for balance.
(d) The absence of the Crown Prosecutor's perspective
The Police also expressed concern that, whereas both defence counsel were interviewed,
the Crown Prosecutor was not. TVNZ reported that the latter had been interviewed but
that nothing of the interview was broadcast as it contained no new material. The
Authority found that decision surprising. Even if only a brief extract was shown, it would
have helped avoid any misunderstanding about the roles of the respective agencies. The
Authority examined the programme carefully to see whether the Crown Prosecutor's
absence, particularly when extracts from the interviews with the two defence lawyers
were broadcast on a number of occasions, reduced the credibility of the prosecution's
case. Even though he might have had little to add to what was presented by others, the
members of the Authority with a legal background believed that his appearance might
well have helped to clarify the roles of the various agencies within the criminal justice
system. Nevertheless, a majority of the Authority decided that the omission was
insufficient to conclude that the programme breached the requirements of the
broadcasting standards for objectivity and impartiality. A minority decided that the
absence of the Crown Prosecutor's perspective contributed to a sufficient lack of balance
in the programme to rule that a relatively minor breach had occurred.
(e) The reference to the Court of Appeal's decision
In addition the Police complained that the programme gave insufficient attention to the
Court of Appeal decision that the second confession was admissible as evidence. The
Authority decided that it had been given adequate attention although the minority which
considered a relatively minor breach under (d) had occurred, was of the opinion that the
reference to this decision might well have provided an opportunity to introduce counsel
for the prosecution who had been successful in the Court of Appeal.
Broadcasting Standards and the Overall Programme
The Authority returned to the broad theme of the documentary The Remand of Ivan
Curry before deciding whether the entire programme breached the standards nominated
by the Police - ie s.4(l)(d) of the Broadcasting Act 1989 or standards 4, 6 and 7 of the
Television Code of Broadcasting Practice.
The Authority approached the issue of the item's theme by focusing on the Police
complaint that the programme, by alleging that the Police got it wrong from the start,
was a "launching pad" to question their integrity. The Police pointed to the advantages
of hindsight for the programme maker and for some of the people interviewed. The
Police Complaints Authority also addressed the point of the programme's theme when
the PCA's report recorded:
ie starting point of the documentary was that Ivan Curry should never have
;n put on trial in the first place ... .

TVNZ described this aspect of the Police complaint as unwarranted and argued, without
acknowledging the benefit of hindsight:
It is our view that the programme conclusively, and correctly, showed that the
methods of interrogation initially used in this case and the individuals involved in
that interrogation were inappropriate where the suspect was profoundly deaf.
In response to the PCA's report, TVNZ stated:
The starting point of the documentary was that a profoundly disabled man had
been disadvantaged by his handicap. A corollary was that the police did not
properly perform their function in a situation where a man was charged with
murder.
Having studied the programme carefully, the Authority did not agree with the Police
allegation about the programme's theme. The Authority decided that the broadcast
focused on the experiences of a profoundly disabled man and, if it had been used as a
"launching pad" at all, it was to question the criminal justice system and, specifically, that
system's ability to deal with people with major hearing disabilities. The programme
evoked emotions but was not emotive. The "system" was at fault and those faults were
displayed by a number of people within it - whether they were Police Officers,
pathologist or interpreter.
Moreover, after viewing the programme and reading the extensive material which was
made available, the Authority decided that the Police had not been presented as badly
nor criticised so extensively as they apparently believed they had.
Whereas a minority of the Authority decided that three specific aspects of the
programme had breached the requirement for balance in standard 6 and those parts have
been noted in the body of the decision, the majority, after weighing the evidence
carefully, disagreed with the minority on those specific points. Furthermore, the
Authority, unanimously, decided that the entire programme did not breach the other
standards nominated.

For the reasons set forth above, a majority of the Authority declines to uphold the
complaint that the broadcast by TVNZ of the programme The Remand of Ivan Curry on
12 July 1992 breached standard 6 of the Television Code of Broadcasting Practice. The
Authority unanimously declines to uphold the other aspects of the complaint.

The Police Commissioner's Complaint to Television New Zealand Limited
In a letter dated 14 July 1992, the Commissioner of Police complained to Television
New Zealand Ltd about the documentary The Remand of Ivan Curry broadcast on
TVl on Sunday evening 12 July. The Commissioner stated that the broadcast
breached s.4(l)(d) of the Broadcasting Act 1989 and standards 4, 6 and 7 of the
Television Code of Broadcasting Practice.
Section 4(l)(d) requires that a reasonable opportunity be given to parties to present
significant points of view and, the Commissioner stated, the provision was breached as
the Police were allowed only about four to five minutes to respond to the allegations
made in a controversial 64 minute programme.
The Commissioner said that standard 4, which requires that people be dealt with
justly and fairly, was breached when the programme only presented severely edited
segments of a lengthy interview with Det. Senior Sergeant Peter Scott.
Standard 6 requires balance, impartiality and fairness and the programme failed to
achieve that, the Commissioner continued, by portraying Ivan Curry as a "blameless
gentle giant". Adequate inquiries by the programme's makers, the Commissioner
added, would have shown that this was not totally accurate.
The avoidance of deceptive programming practices is the requirement in standard 7
and the Police listed three aspects of its complaint under this heading. First, the
broadcast did not make clear that the Police were in a difficult position to respond
fully to the programme's allegations as Mr Curry had been acquitted. That might
deceive viewers, the complainant added, into thinking that the Police were either
incompetent or were hiding something. Secondly, the programme did not record that
the Courts had not criticised the Police handling of the case, and thirdly, the
dramatised courtroom scenes in focusing on the defence case omitted important
aspects of the prosecution.
In conclusion, the Commissioner, while admiring the professional skills of the
programme maker, said that he despised the "single-minded manner" in which the
broadcast sought to undermine Police integrity.
It was.extraordinarily selective in its use of information and.in the methods
used to present that information to achieve its objective.
The broadcast of an apology was demanded.
Attached to and part of the Police formal complaint was a draft media release.
Describing the documentary as "highly subjective", "one sided and contrived", it dealt
in detail vwith some aspects of the investigation and provided reasons why Mr Curry
had been prosecuted for murder. While agreeing that Mr Curry had hearing
;

difficulties, it emphasised that he had been charged because he twice admitted
punching the child. The draft release expressed concern that the documentary
excluded the Crown Solicitor's comments and concluded by pointing out that the
Court of Appeal had ruled that Mr Curry's second statement (made through an
interpreter) acknowledging the offence was admissible as evidence.
The Police later advised that this draft paper was not in fact released to the media.

TVNZ's Response to the Formal Complaint
TVNZ advised the Police Commissioner of its Complaints Committee's decision in a
letter dated 5 August 1992 and it dealt with each of the complainant's specific
allegations.
In regard to the s.4(l)(d) complaint, TVNZ agreed that the comments from the
Police spokesperson amounted to four or five minutes but noted, first, that the
"prosecution" side was advanced in other aspects of the programme, and secondly,
parts of the programme dealt with issues involving the deaf - not the Police. Further,
the programme did not deal with Mr Curry's dispute with the Police - as the
complaint implied - but with people with disabilities in their struggle with the
"system".
Moreover, TVNZ reported, Police comment was forthcoming only because of the
producer's persistence over three months - and then only one police officer was
prepared to be interviewed. TVNZ recorded the lengthy efforts made by the
programme makers in order to obtain any Police comment and stated:
Given the documentation provided, the Committee came to the view that the
Police had been given every opportunity to comment on the Ivan Curry case.
It was not for want of trying that the producer was unable to secure comment
from any police officer other than Mr Scott. .
The Police had complained that Det. Senior Sergeant Scott had not been dealt with
fairly and, TVNZ responded, large cutting ratios between filmed and broadcast
interviews were not uncommon in documentaries. Further, having watched a
videotape of the original interview, TVNZ pointed out that Mr Scott's discomfort in
front of a camera was part of the reason for the length of the interview. It did not
believe that standard 4 had been breached.
In dealing with the standard 6 aspect of the complaint, TVNZ stated that although
the facts might have been controversial, the programme had not set out to be so.
TVNZ' denied that Mr Curry was described by the programme as blameless as it was
broadcast that he had a criminal record and that he had been accused of violence.
However, TVNZ accepted the producer's conclusion that Mr Curry was a "gentle
ind recorded the evidence produced to substantiate that claim along with the
lity of the contrary accusations. TVNZ

